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“The story of Steve Ford's realisation is unusual. One night in his room in 1999 there was a total falling away
of all identification as the personal self. It was unusual in the sense that Steve had no prior experience of
spiritual seeking. He had neither teacher nor guru, no paradigm which would explain what had happened. All
vestiges of personality were suddenly gone, there was direct and immediate seeing as and from no-thing,
from the absolute. Such accounts exist within the spiritual literature and in each case there appears to follow
a period of relative dysfunctionality and subsequent reintegration such that what has happened may be
understood and conveyed within the world of form. In Steve's case this took the form of an exhaustive
investigation in consciousness which he eventually came to refer to as The Living Process. He explains that
realisation is just the beginning and unless subsequent investigation into the nature of consciousness takes
place there is re-identification and consequently self-orientation around no-thing. Many contemporary
teachers and their students relate in this way. So what follows in this introductory book is the story of Steve's
early life, his realisation, enquiry and integration in consciousness, and some interactions that have taken
place with some of those who have made their way to be with Steve."]" style="font-size: 100%; font-family:
arial, sans, sans-serif;">The story of Steve Ford's realisation is unusual. One night in his room in 1999 there
was a total falling away of all identification as the personal self. It was unusual in the sense that Steve had no
prior experience of spiritual seeking. He had neither teacher nor guru, no paradigm which would explain
what had happened. All vestiges of personality were suddenly gone, there was direct and immediate seeing
as and from no-thing, from the absolute.

Such accounts exist within the spiritual literature and in each case there appears to follow a period of relative
dysfunctionality and subsequent reintegration such that what has happened may be understood and conveyed
within the world of form.

In Steve's case this took the form of an exhaustive investigation in consciousness which he eventually came
to refer to as The Living Process. He explains that realisation is just the beginning and unless subsequent
investigation into the nature of consciousness takes place there is re-identification and consequently self-
orientation around no-thing. Many contemporary teachers and their students relate in this way.

So what follows in this introductory book is the story of Steve's early life, his realisation, enquiry and
integration in consciousness, and some interactions that have taken place with some of those who have made
their way to be with Steve.”

—From the Foreword by Nathan Gill
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From reader reviews:

Kiley Kaufman:

What do you ponder on book? It is just for students because they're still students or the idea for all people in
the world, the actual best subject for that? Just simply you can be answered for that issue above. Every
person has various personality and hobby for each and every other. Don't to be pressured someone or
something that they don't wish do that. You must know how great and also important the book Walking
Awake. All type of book would you see on many resources. You can look for the internet methods or other
social media.

Robert Maselli:

Book is to be different for every grade. Book for children until adult are different content. As we know that
book is very important for people. The book Walking Awake ended up being making you to know about
other know-how and of course you can take more information. It is extremely advantages for you. The
reserve Walking Awake is not only giving you far more new information but also being your friend when
you feel bored. You can spend your own spend time to read your publication. Try to make relationship
together with the book Walking Awake. You never feel lose out for everything in case you read some books.

Thelma Olivares:

The particular book Walking Awake will bring that you the new experience of reading the book. The author
style to elucidate the idea is very unique. In case you try to find new book to learn, this book very acceptable
to you. The book Walking Awake is much recommended to you you just read. You can also get the e-book
from the official web site, so you can more readily to read the book.

Deborah Fishman:

That e-book can make you to feel relax. This book Walking Awake was multi-colored and of course has
pictures on the website. As we know that book Walking Awake has many kinds or type. Start from kids until
youngsters. For example Naruto or Investigation company Conan you can read and feel that you are the
character on there. So , not at all of book are make you bored, any it makes you feel happy, fun and loosen
up. Try to choose the best book to suit your needs and try to like reading this.
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